Abstract. Visualization of 3-D volume data through maximum intensity projections (MIP) requires isotropic voxels for generation of undistorted projected images. Unfortunately, due to the inherent scanning geometry, X-ray computed tomographic (CT) images are mostly axial images with submillimeter pixel resolution, with the slice spacing on the order of half to one centimeter. These axial images must be interpolated across the slices prior to the projection operation. The linear interpolation, due to the inherent noise in the data, generates MIP images with noise whose variance varies quadratically along the z-axis. Therefore, such MIP images often suffer from horizontal streaking artifacts, exactly at the position of the original slices (e.g., in coronal and sagittal MIPs). We propose a different interpolation technique based on a digital finite impulse response (FIR) filter. The proposed technique flattens the change in noise variances across the z-axis and results in either elimination or a reduction of horizontal streaking artifacts in coronal and sagittal views.
Introduction
In contrast to magnetic resonance images (MRI), X-ray CT scanners generate images in the form of axial slices, where the in-slice pixel resolution differs from the distance between adjacent axial slices [1] . Thus, these axial images must be interpolated a realistic and undistorted visualization of the human anatomy. Furthermore, in a typical multi-slice imaging mode, the slice spacing may even change within the 3-D data set. Therefore, for visualization, manipulation, and analysis of such nonisotropic data set, the multi-slice data must be converted so that the voxels are equally spaced (i.e., isotropic) prior to any rendering/projection operation. The non-isotropic data is usually converted to an isotropic set by applying one of the interpolation techniques for the generation of uniformly sampled 3-D images [2] .
Interpolations are usually applied before the visualization step, to minimize various interpolation artifacts since interpolation effects (or artifacts) are usually "smoothedout" by the visualization step that follows [3] . Among a number of visualization algorithms, the maximum intensity projection (MIP) technique has become one of the most popular approaches due to its computational simplicity as well as its visualization power, particularly for vessel structures [4] [5] [6] . As mentioned earlier, to obtain MIP images, the 3-D data is preprocessed by a variety of interpolation techniques to improve the quality of the resulting projected image. The linear interpolation technique, due to its computational simplicity, is used most often; however, due to the inherent noise in the data, the linear interpolation cause horizontal streaking artifacts at the position of the original slices when the projection direction is parallel to the axial plane (e.g., for generation of coronal or sagittal views).
In this paper, we focus on the effect of linear interpolation on MIP images and will give a statistical argument for the streaking artifacts. As a remedy for the streaking artifact, we propose a band-limited interpolation technique based on a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. Through a simple statistical analysis for the two techniques, we will compare the two interpolation methods both visually and numerically. As noise in the original 3-D data propagates differently for the two techniques, this will result in different MIP images for the two interpolation techniques. The resulting MIP images obtained by the two techniques will be compared to show the superiority of FIR based interpolation..
Formulation
The X-ray CT scanner basically provides samples of the linear attenuation coefficient, which we denote as ) , , ( 
Thus, assuming the data to be corrupted by additive noise, the following is a model of the measured 3-D data set:
It is the above data that must be interpolated across the z-axis to generate an isotropic 3-D data set. The exact interpolation may be performed on the above data using the well-known Shannon's interpolation formula [7] . In theory, the exact interpolation may also be implemented using fast Fourier transforms (FFT) with zero padding if the slice spacing does not change within the 3-D data set. Even then, the size of the required FFT may be too large to be implemented on a general purpose computer. In any case, a general solution for the arbitrary slice spacing given in Eq. (2) must resort either to the original Shannon's interpolation formula or its sub-optimal approximation. The original Shannon's interpolation formula requires z N multiplies per interpolated sample, which is prohibitive for most real-time visualization applications. The linear interpolation technique, however, requires only two multiplies per interpolated sample [8] ) ( ) ( -1 ) (
where we have dropped the in-slice x-y dependence for notational convenience. In the above linear interpolation, two samples are added to form one interpolated sample, with weights that vary along the z-axis. Therefore, the variance in the interpolated sample will vary across the z-axis and can be shown to be [9] :
The above shows that, linear interpolations, although computationally simple, generate images whose noise variance varies quadratically along the z-axis (see Fig. 1 dashed line). This variation across the z-axis gives rise to horizontal streaking artifacts in resulting MIP images, as the pixel intensity is known to get amplified during the MIP operation [5] . To alleviate the above variation in the noise variance, we propose a band-limited interpolation, which is essentially an approximation of the exact Shannon's interpolation formula, but with much less computational demand. The idea is to decimate the sequence and insert appropriate number of zeros (up-sampling). The zero-inserted data is then low-pass filtered to reduce the effect of aliasing. The lowpass filtered output is down-sampled to provide the interpolated slices at the desired slice location.
More specifically, the original data ) ( k z g is up-sampled by a factor, say M, which is then low-pass filtered (FIR) whose impulse response is ) (n h . The output of the low-pass filter is then down-sampled by another factor, say N. Thus, the resulting signal becomes the resampled version of the original signal by the factor M/N.
First, assuming the slices to be equally spaced, i.e., z k z k ∆ = , we denote the up-
e., the data with (M -1) zeros inserted between every samples of ) ( k z g . The up-sampled data is processed by a low-pass FIR filter and the output of the filter can be expressed as:
Note that ) (n h (FIR filter) is a P-point FIR. As such, exactly (M -1) out of M multiplies in the above summation become zero.
Thus, upon reindexing 1 − + → P n n and assuming the usual symmetric properties for linear phase FIR filters [7] , i.e., ) 1 (
However, the above output need not be computed for all n as it must be further downsampled by the factor N. Therefore, for every output point, there are approximately P/M multiplies, as we only compute the output ) ( 1 n g every N samples, for instance, for
. Putting all this together, the M/N resampling FIR can be mathematically expressed as:
where n denotes samples along the z-axis, and 1 0 ),
(⋅ h , P, and M are design parameters for the problem at hand. In particular, the FIR filter that we used is a 1024-point filter designed using a Kaiser window with the stop-band attenuation of approximately 75 dBs. As we have selected M = 256 (i.e., there are four multiplies per interpolated sample), the variance in the interpolated image essentially rises from the four added samples. Thus, the variance can be shown to vary across the z-axis as follows:
so that σ . The streaking artifacts in MIPs is due to the non-constant nature (particularly the peaks at slice boundaries) of the variance as the MIP operation is known to amplify these effects. Therefore, the streaking artifacts will be less severe in the FIR interpolated MIP (as opposed to the linearly interpolated MIP) due to its flatter variance. This observation will be verified visually in the next section.
Results
The maximum intensity projection (MIP) algorithm casts parallel rays through the image data set, and the greatest intensity along each ray is "projected" in the projection plane. This paper is concerned with the horizontal streaking artifact, which becomes most prominent when the projection direction lies in the axial plane, due to interpolation across axial slices. To demonstrate the effect of non-constant variance in the interpolated image and its manifestation on the resulting MIP image, we present some simple simulation studies. We first generate a non-isotropic constant 3-D data (= 1000) with additive Gaussian noise. The 3-D data is then interpolated across axial slices (either by linear interpolation or the proposed FIR filter) to form an isotropic data set. The MIP image is then generated from this noisy but isotropic 3-D data set with the projection direction in the plane of the axial slice. that as the projection depth is increased, the streaks become more prominent. This is due to the fact that the MIP operation is known to amplify the pixel intensity while reducing the MIP image variance [5] and this effect would become more prominent as the projection depth is increased. This amplification effect is less prominent for FIR interpolated MIPs due to its flatter noise variance across the axially interpolated data (cf. Fig. 1 ). This observation has also been made with higher (and lower) levels of additive noise variance Figure 4 shows the ripple RMS as a function of the amount of noise present in the data for projection depths of 12 (a) and 64 (b). Notice that the ripple RMS of the FIR interpolated MIP is consistently lower than that of the linearly interpolated MIP.
These observations indicate that the FIR interpolation is superior over the linear interpolation, particularly for visualizations using MIP. Furthermore, it is superior at all projection depths as well as the amount of additive noise. Figure 5 shows the performance of the two approaches for a real CT data from the Electron Beam Tomography (EBT) system (Imatron, South San Francisco). The MIP images shown are generated from (a) linearly interpolated data and (b) FIR interpolated data. Both images appear to be similar in quality in terms of the image resolution. However, horizontal streaking artifacts (arrows in Fig. 5 (a) ) are clearly visible on the linearly interpolated MIP image, where as on the FIR interpolated MIP image, the streaks are almost non-existent.
Discussions and Conclusion
As most CT image data sets are non-isotropic, an interpolation step must precede any visualization processing. In this paper, we proposed a band-limited interpolation technique based on a FIR digital filter. The interpolation technique was analyzed statistically and numerically. The proposed FIR interpolation was found to have better statistical characteristics over the popularly used linear interpolation. As a result, the proposed FIR interpolation technique eliminates or considerably reduces the horizontal streaking artifacts in the final MIP image.
